
Dear Paul, This is very helpful and quite timely. Jim was to have figure the state of the 
account out and let me know over the weekend but he hadn't the tine. He was sure it was 
almost empty. So it is very helpful. Our sincere thaaks...4 relieve is the weather but a 
warning tread is forecast to begin tomorrow. I'm so used to it Row I go out with a sweater 
when it is below freezing....CIA critics, ref in ltr to Jim. They were doing more, as in 
time I'll prove. More than two years ago Warier personally lied to us about this. I'll get 
what they have releaaei and sue for the rest. Let ne know what parts you are interested in 
and when I read it I'll make copies for you. Unless you want it all....The LATines article 
toes aid a little to what I knew about the leaking, so it is helpful...Would 1  love to be 
able to show some of what I now have to Wexler or others like him! Like I've never had 
before. Our thanks and our best, HW 2/8/77 
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4688 SanutRafia alQa, Eta anget2a, eatifo.4.4-aa 90069 

Feb.5, 1977 

Dear Harold; 
Hope the weather is easing up for you. From what we have seen on T7V. out here it looks terrible. 
Just heard interesting radio news on the CIA putting out stories to counteract the Warren Comwision critics conspiracy theories. This in 1967. I would like to kinow what you have on this. 
Am encioseing a LA Times articee on the leaking of the FBL investigation into themselves. Also a check enclosed for you and Jim to use in the xeroxing or whatever you need it for. Please give my regards to Lil and Jim. 


